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to meet upon the gridiron such stalwart teams as those from M Street, Baltimore, Petersburg High School, Norfolk Mission College and Storer Academy. All of the games are looked forward to with much anticipation, and never before in the history of the department, has confidence been so great. —“Bill”

Advisement to New Students

Study for “Pop” and grind for “Sy”,
Or just else give up the ghost and die;
Cram for Miss B, and dig for E. P.;
For they’ll always keep your company,
Stay on these verbs for Leher T,
And bring Miss Q Psychology.
For Miss M. now students please
Buehler unsphere,
Remember a plus b and also its square;
Don’t forget dear “amo” for the very same teacher,
Mr. M. will want it along with Algebra.
Hold them right for little L.
Think of Goodspeed for the fat personnel.
But the greatest question of all to settle,
Is how to keep order while you are in chapel:
Start right now at the first of the session,
To give each one a good clean impression;
Or the star is lost you once have seen,
And you may never be what you might have been.

The Herald, the Academy, the entire University extend their heartfelt sympathy to our beloved President in his hour of bereavement.

His loss cannot be estimated in the measure of words, but we trust he may find peace and comfort in the thought that it is the will of Him who knoweth and doeth all things well, and in the assurance that she is not dead but sleepeth.

Taken in the midst of a life full of charity and usefulness, she has gone to receive the reward of the righteous. Hers has been a life crowned with success for the world has been made better by her having lived in it.

Y. M. C. A. Gives Reception

Saturday evening, October 25, was indeed a night that shall long be remembered, in the history of entertainments on the Campus. The evening was given to socializing among the young men of every department, the doors were thrown open and old Spaulding Hall was soon filled to its capacity. The music was luring and even those who fain would have visited their fairer friends were attracted by the strains being wafted on the evening breeze. Refreshments galore, and all the delicacies in season were had. There were several encounters of the roped arena.